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Overview
Unreproducible findings can be built upon reproducible meth-
ods.

We provide experiments to point out the brittleness of common prac-
tice in model evaluation in deep learning. We show that even if the
results can be reproduced, a slightly different experiment would not
support the findings.

Reproducibility Spectrum
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“A method is reproducible if reusing the
original code leads to the same results.”

2. Results reproducibility
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“A result is reproducible if a re-
implementation of the method generates
statistically similar values.”

3. Inferential reproducibility
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“A finding or a conclusion is repro-
ducible if one can draw it from a different
experimental setup.”

Research methodologies and reproducibility

Method and results reproducibility

Building blocks for exploratory and construc-
tive research.

Inferential reproducibility
Fundamental to empirical and confirmatory
research.

Both are necessary tools, but more energy should be devoted to em-
pirical research, and thus to inferential reproducibility, providing bal-
ance between fast rate of discovery and rate of false discoveries.

Illustrative Experiments
What is the best architecture for image classification?

densenet121
densenet201

lenet
mobilenetv2

preactresnet101
preactresnet18

resnet101
resnet18

vgg11
vgg19

Biased Scenario
Hyperparameters from

PreActResNet on CIFAR10.

Unbiased Scenario
Hyperparameters optimized

independently for each model and
dataset.
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Model ranking statistics across all 6 datasets
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Method Reproducibility Analysis

•Each black point can be precisely reproduced.
•Reproducible methods 6= Reproducible conclusions:

One can not conclude that model A is better than model B with
only 2 points!

Results Reproducibility Analysis

•Test performance distributions can be reproduced.
•Reproducible results 6= Reproducible conclusions:

One can not conclude that model A is better than model B on only
1 dataset!

Inferential Reproducibility Analysis

•A conclusion regarding which is the best architecture cannot be
reproduced on different datasets.
•Although MobileNetV2 and VGG19 dominate, there is no absolute

winner across all datasets.

More observations
•PreActResNet models do not stand out as the best performing mod-

els in the biased scenario, although the hyperparameters were sup-
posed to favor them
•Results tend to confirm the superiority of PreActResNets over

ResNets.
•ResNets and PreActResNets did not outperform their smaller coun-

terparts, while VGG did.

Conclusion

•There is no monolithic notion of reproducibility in science, but
rather a spectrum.
•Method Reproducibility enables faster exploratory research, but is

insufficient for empirical research.
•As illustrated by our experiments, more efforts should be devoted

to ensure Inferential Reproducibility in machine learning research.
This will establish more solid ground for further research, whether
exploratory or empirical.


